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The Lords Magic Spells List 

Spell: Future Echoes 

Effect: The seeker enters into the minds of the enemy, and shows 
multiple pictures of their demise. The seeker can cast this spell on 1 
enemy unit of the Lords player’s choosing within 20” of the seeker. For 
the remainder of the game, this unit suffers a -1 modifier to D10 
Confidence Test rolls. 
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The Lords Magic Spells List 

Spell: Burn and Blister 

Effect: Causing severe burns and painful blistering, the seeker projects 
a ball of radioactive energy into the enemy. The seeker can cast this 
spell on 1 enemy unit of the Lords player’s choosing within 20” of the 
seeker. This unit suffers D6 Hits. D10 Durability Tests allowed. 
. 
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The Lords Magic Spells List 

Spell: Sonic Slaughter 

Effect: Eardrums explode and brains haemorrhage as the seeker 
projects a blast of ultrasonic energy onto the enemy. The seeker can 
cast this spell on 1 enemy unit of the Lords player’s choosing within 
20” of the seeker. This unit suffers D6 Hits. D10 Durability Tests 
allowed. 
. 
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The Lords Magic Spells List 

Spell: Crushed Spirit 

Effect: Filled with feelings of dread, and abandoning all hope of 
success in battle, those under this spell see their spirits crushed. The 
seeker can cast this spell on 1 enemy unit of the Lords player’s 
choosing within 20” of the seeker. For the remainder of the game, this 
unit has the Stunned special rule. 
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The Lords Magic Spells List 

Spell: Blades of Berossus 

Effect: Ethereal blades slash and stab at the enemy before fading from 
being. The seeker can cast this spell on 1 enemy unit of the Lords 
player’s choosing within 20” of the seeker. This unit suffers 2 Hits. D10 
Durability Tests allowed. 
. 
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The Lords Magic Spells List 

Spell: Mind Warp 

Effect: Inducing frenzied madness, the seeker transports the victim’s 
mind to the colourless void of one of the Cattus Occuli’s more unstable 
black holes. The seeker can cast this spell on 1 enemy Magic User of 
the Lords player’s choosing within 10” of the seeker. For the 
remainder of the game, this unit has the Stupid special rule. 
. 

 


